
[Sammelthread] Was habt ihr euch als letztes
gekauft? >10€, nur eigene Bilder
Beitrag von „edifant“ vom 12. Dezember 2021, 13:22

canyonwalker - das ist ein Xenium von http://www.NowyStyl.com

@kaneske - laut Händler ist nur die Red Devil Ultimate Edition XT XH / hat der mich verarscht?

PowerColor Radeon RX 6900 XT Red Devil

You will have noticed that Powercolor will be releasing two revisions in the series, a normal,
OC, and Ultimate SKU. The OC one we test runs a faster boost clock and this brings in a notch
more performance. Other than that, the hardware and components are 100% identical. The
ultimate card is based on that XTXH GPU, it's designated to have an operating frequency of
Boost: 2235-2425MHz, it's all a bit confusing sure, but essentially that is a further binned GPU
qualified for best performance. As you can see the Red Devil series is receiving the same
cooler that you will have noticed on the premium products, aside from an aesthetic tweak that
is. The NVIDIA cooler is all dark-themed, the Devil revision has dark-colored insert elements.
Other than that, you can expect a product with a nice fast Turbo at 2340 MHZ (2250 MHz
reference) and, of course, that 16GB of graphics memory. The product is a bit of a novel
because it offers a three fan cooler cooling down all primary elements, that's GPU, DRAM, and
the entire VRM segment. The card has a length of 32cm (320x135x62mm) and uses a 2.7 slot
design. It holds extensive triple 8-pin PCIe power connectors; so if you do the math here you'll
end up at 150+150+150+75(PCIe) yes, 525 Watts of board power. It comes fitted with a
backplate and the right amount of RGB bling. In the I/O area, the card includes three
DisplayPort 1.4 ports, one HDMI 2.1 connector. The 16GB GDDR6 memory clocks in at 2000
MHz (16 Gbps effective). We have to talk pricing as well, these cards should be spotted in a
whopping 1000 USD marker, but they will be hard to find, we do expect prices to hover
upwards of 1500 USD due to that. Yeah I know, there's little else we can say on the matter of
pricing.

1https://www.hackintosh-forum.de/forum/thread/23535-sammelthread-was-habt-ihr-euch-als-letztes-gekauft-10-nur-
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